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THRESHOLD TO COMMUNITY-CENTERED POLICING
Executive Summary – Chief Stan Standridge
The definition of a threshold is the entrance or start of something. And it is here we
shall start…
“Trust between law enforcement agencies and the people they protect and serve is
essential in a democracy. It is key to the stability of our communities, the integrity
of our criminal justice system, and the safe and effective delivery of policing
services” (The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015, p. 1).
On May 5, 2020, the nation was shocked by the death of George Floyd. A
community was ravaged in the days and months to follow, which then spread to
cities across America. No community was immune, and no city leaders wanted
willful harm done. The door to change was flung wide open, and over that threshold
the Abilene Police Department stepped. What follows is a brief history of
Threshold, a communitywide effort to make Abilene more resilient by building even
stronger community relations.
Too often police departments create special activities and then label them
‘community policing’. For example, departments staff bike officers to patrol
downtown streets, believing that such interaction is akin to inviting community
‘into’ policing. What is still missing is any notion of community having an active
role in policing. They do not have a seat at the proverbial table.
Threshold seeks to change
that through invitation and
intentional mission,
authentic relationships,
communication, and unity.
Threshold exists to further
the City of Abilene’s
mission statement: We
work together to build and
maintain a community of
the highest quality for
present and future
generations.
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The Members
Thirteen members were originally chosen, both from the community and the police
department. That number has since grown to 21. Meeting weekly, the group has
studied policies and culture of their police department, while helping identify blind
spots in customs and practices. Threshold involves real conversations with
community members on professional policing in the 21 st century, and how that
policing impacts community. Together they are forging new pathways to improved
community relations.
When first asked what they hoped to accomplish through Threshold, they offered:
 “More communication with Police.”
 “Find common ground…understand where community is coming from, and
for community to better understand law enforcement.”
 “Feel comfortable enough to have another child.” This was a sobering
comment that deserves our community’s full attention.
 “Unity. I want God to look down at our city and say, I command a blessing
on that city.”
 “Change that FEAR word.”
 “Understanding. Bring discussions to the middle, and find the things that we
can agree on.”
 “Change, and be the change you wish to see in the world.”
Members from the community include:
Chuck Farina, New Hope Church
Dr. Stephanie Hamm, Abilene Christian University
Garrett Betts, First Financial Trust
Regi McCabe-Gossett, Hendrick Medical Center
Michael T. Royals, Retired
Susanna Lubanga, International Rescue Committee
David Delbert, Long Electric
Jacquelyn Jones, Abilene Recovery Council
Niccolus Moses, United States Postal Service
Roberto Maldonado, Truly Blessed
Robbie Johnson, Bandag
Tamara Hunter, Cheddars Restaurant
Salvador Torres, Horizon Images
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Members from the Police Department include:
Stan Standridge / Steven
Levesque / Mike Perry
Doug Wrenn / Will Ford / Rick
Tomlin / Liz Robledo
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Cornerstone 1: Training and Education
Identify and better understand training that is required for new officers, as well as
required curriculum for continued education. Increase recruiting effectiveness across
all community demographics. The following are recommendations for the
Threshold committee, followed by community deliverables for all citizens.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5
1.6

Recommendation: Review Department’s full academy syllabus for new hires
(sworn and telecommunicators).
Recommendation: Experience an actual polygraph and Oral Interview Board
(OIB) interview.
Recommendation: Participate in role play scenarios involving family
violence, traffic stops, and use of force.
Recommendation: Review Meet and Confer Agreement, Article V,
Promotion, regarding requirements for an alternative promotional system
under section 143.035 of Texas LGC.
Recommendation: Discuss continuing education for in-service classes for
police employees.
Recommendation: Visit with the Department’s recruiting team. Have the
team actually try to recruit Threshold members, to help identify strengths and
weaknesses of their presentation. Help identify best practices and incentives,
all recruiting alternatives, and other venues / methods for attracting quality
applicants.

Cornerstone 1 - Community Deliverables for All Citizens:
 A diverse workforce attracts more diversity because people like to work and socialize with
people they believe have similar backgrounds and beliefs. Identify specific measures to
engage all citizens in police recruiting. Policing is community business, so recruiting must
be a mainstay of any community’s long-term investment. The public’s safety is at stake.
 Training must be reflective of the community’s needs and not be solely focused on “annual
qualifications”. To ensure such, existing cultural diversity curriculum should be refined to
include implicit bias, with some community representation during the in-service
presentations.
 Complete the Department of Justice Equal Employment Opportunity Utilization Report
for Police Academy Class 58, and review the demographic data to analyze where applicants
were lost during the process, and what effects the hiring processes had on minority
applicants.
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Cornerstone 2: Policy, Custom and Culture
Gain a better understanding of Texas Law Enforcement Best Practices Recognition
Program and the Department’s policies, as well as internal review processes that
ensure police accountability.
2.1

Recommendation: Review use of force policies, as well as participate in use
of force scenarios, simulator, and other application techniques.

2.2

Recommendation: Review (170) Best Practices associated with accreditation.
Identify any blind spots in the program.

2.3

Recommendation: Review any applicable videos of current events and discuss
them in the context of policy, culture and community expectations.

2.4

Recommendation: Review historical uses of force / investigations to better
understand the scope of post-force investigations, reviews, and discipline.

Cornerstone 2 - Community Deliverables for All Citizens:
 Address www.8cantwait.org through a departmental newsletter and public release (Safety
and Accountability, published July 2020).
 Create policies and procedures for responding to mass demonstrations that employ a
continuum of managed tactical resources, and that do not undermine public trust.
 Publish video vignettes depicting the Department’s review policies, explaining the Event
Review Board, and offering an explanation of what is considered discipline, and what
records are protected versus discoverable (transparency).
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Capstone: Building Trust and Legitimacy
Establish a culture of transparency and accountability in order to build public trust
and legitimacy. Additionally, the Department should acknowledge the role of
policing in the past and how it can be a hurdle to the promotion of community trust.
3.1

Recommendation: Provide ride-a-longs for members of the committee, as
well as tours with Police Communications.

3.2

Recommendation: Discuss policies and customs related to procedural justice.

3.3

Recommendation: Review Department’s efforts to build a healthier culture
through artifacts, acrylics, new police facility, gym, and more.

3.4

Recommendation: Discuss crime and the fear of crime, along with
accompanying crime fighting strategies.

Capstone - Community Deliverables for All Citizens:
 Publish data on investigations, arrests and traffic stops, disaggregated by race.
 Create and share a video tour of the new police department building, while explaining the
different functions of the various divisions / units.
 Communicate capability to file a commendation / complaint form against a police employee
on the Department’s webpage.
 Fully utilize the Department’s YouTube channel to increase awareness.
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Committee Member Responsibilities:
I understand that as a member, I have an ethical responsibility to ensure that the
committee does the best work possible in pursuit of its goals. I believe in the purpose
and the mission of the committee, and I will act responsibly and prudently as its
steward. As part of my responsibilities as a committee member:
1. I will interpret the committee’s work and values to the community, represent the
organization, and act as a spokesperson.
2. In turn, I will interpret our constituencies’ needs and values to the committee,
speak out for their interests, and on their behalf, hold the committee accountable.
3. I will attend at least 75 percent of committee meetings and special events.
4. I will agree that three consecutive missed meetings are grounds for removal from
the committee.
5. I will recuse myself from discussions and actions where I have a conflict of
interest.
6. I will stay informed about what’s going on in the committee. I will ask questions
and request information. I will participate in and take responsibility for making
decisions on issues, policies, and other matters. I will not stay silent if I have
questions or concerns.
7. I will work in good faith with police department employees and other committee
members as partners toward achievement of our stated goals.

